
SALES CIRCULAR No.D-57/2002 
  
 
  Memo No. Ch-57/SE/Comml/R-16/612 
  Dated: 03.09.2002 
 
Sub:-  Electricity Duty. 
 
  In accordance with Haryana Govt. Irrigation and Power Department 

Notification No. S.O. 55/P-10/53/S-3/74 dated: 15.4.1974 under para-3 Central/State 

Govt. connections have been granted exemption for levy of electricity duty.   The 

relevant clauses are reproduced as under:- 

Clause 3. 
a) Consumed by or sold to the Govt. of India (for consump0tion by that 

Govt.) or  
b) Consumed in construction, maintenance of operation of any Railway by 

the Govt. of India or a Railway Company operation that Railway, or sold 
to that Govt. or any  such Railway Company for consumption in the 
construction, maintenance or operation of any Railway. 
 

  From the above stipulations, it is clear  that the State Govt. has 

exempted the Central Govt. and Railways from levy of Electricity Duty.  But if the 

electricity  is consumed for purposes other than the above mentioned purposes, the 

power consumption attracts levy of Electricity Duty. 

  There are certain central Goverrnment organization having mixed 

loads which also includes Domestic and non-domestic loads.  Under t he provision of 

schedule of tariff such loads are being covered under  ‘Bulk Supply’ category and 

connections are released at a single point.  In case of Railway, bulk supply 

connection also includes their residential colony, canteens and vendors/stalls etc. on 

the railway Plat forms.  The Electricity consumed by the above categories is not 

exempted from levy of electricity duty under the provisions of above notification 

and these consumers are required to pay electricity duty. 

  It has been given t o understand that some field officers are charging 

ED from some of such like connections and others are not levying the same from 

some other connections.   

It appears that there is a confusion regarding charging of Elecy. Duty for these 

categories of consumers  with mixed loads. 

  It is clarified that the electricity consumed on Govt. works and in case 

of Railways consumers in construction, maintenance and operation is fully 

exempted for levy of electricity duty. 

  However the electricity consumed for purposes other than the above  

mentioned works invites levy of electricity duty.  To segregate the quantum of 

Electrical Energy consumed by the private contractors, shops at Railway Platform, 

residential quarters  and any other person etc. as attracts electricity duty while the 

connections have common loads, their by them be worked out in proportion to t he 

connected load.  The Electricity duty be charged on this consumption accordingly 

while preparing their bills.  



 
  The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned 

for careful and meticulous compliance.  

 

 

 

          Sd/- 
         S.E./Commercial 
         DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


